sufficiently high level to allow these experiments to be performed. T. Unfortunately, for the methods to work, the O-H bonds must be rigid on the timescale of the O-H dipolar coupling (kHz) and the apparent O-H distances in zeolite HY and HZSM-5 extracted from 17 O-1 H double resonance NMR acquired at room temperature are noticeably longer than those extracted from ab-initio calculations. This was ascribed to the presence of some restricted motions at room temperature, such as zeolite framework vibrations and O-H librational motion. Thus, one aim of the 1 st study completed during this work period was to investigate the protonic motion in zeolite HZSM-5 by low temperature 1 H MAS NMR behavior spectroscopy, and important goal being to reconcile differences between different studies in the literature. To this end, we investigated samples that have been dried using procedures that are standard in the literature, and samples that have been more carefully dehydrated. A significant enhancement of proton mobility is seen for the "standard" dehydrated HZSM-5 sample, in comparison to that seen for the much drier sample. The increase in motion is ascribed to a vehicle-hopping mechanism involving the residual water that is present in these zeolites. A gradual change of the framework structure is Experimental data are compared to simulated NMR spectra obtained by constructing a compendium (>100) of zeolite clusters with and without nitrogen, and by performing quantum calculations of chemical shifts for the NMR-active nuclei in each cluster. The simulated NMR spectra, which assume peak intensities predicted by statistical analysis, agree remarkably well with the experimental data. The results show that high levels of nitrogen substitution can be achieved while maintaining porosity, particularly for NaY and low-aluminum HY materials, without significant loss in crystallinity. Experiments performed at lower temperatures (750-800 °C) show a preference for substitution at Si-OH-Al sites. No preference is seen for reactions performed at higher temperatures and longer reaction times (e.g., 850 °C and 48 hours).
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